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Exercises of Activity Book

1  Read these sentences carefully. Then complete them with the
correct words from a, b or c.

I …….. a student.1.

a) are     b) is     c) am

My father …….. a doctor.2.

a) isn't     b) aren't     c) am not

We …….. in the classroom.3.

a) is     b) are     c) am     

Q: “…….. your sisters?"4.

a) Are they     b) They are     C) Is they

A: “Yes, …….. !"5.

a) are they     b) they are     c) they is

They …….. new shoes.6.

a) is got     b) has got     c) have got

We …….. a TV set in our classroom.7.

a) haven't got     b) hasn't got     c) have not

“.…….. a computer in your bedroom?"8.

a) Have got you     b) Have you got     c) Has you got

Q: “This is my key. Where's . …….. key?"9.
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a) you     b) they     c) your

A: “It's in …….. handbag."10.

a) their    b) his    c) my
 

2  Find five classroom objects and five colours.

Classroom objects: pencil, notebook, desk, book, computer.

Colours: yellow, orange, black, red, green.
 

3  Complete this passage with the correct form of the verbs in
brackets.

Ahmad (1) is from Jordan. He (2) has got a father, a mother,
three brothers and two sisters. His father (3) is a dentist. His

mother (4) is a teacher. All of Ahmad's brothers and sisters (5)
are in school.
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4  Write five questions about these people and about yourself. Then
answer the questions.

Have you got two brothers?

Yes, I have. I’ve got two brothers.

Has Tareq got a computer?a.

Yes, he has.

Have Nawal and Salma got a car?b.

No, they haven't.

Have Nawal and Salma got football photos in their bedroom?c.

No, they haven't.

Have you got an English dictionary?d.

Yes, I have.

Has Tareq got two brothers?e.

No, he hasn't.


